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together with their decompositions up to bisimilarity. As a consequence wealso obtain a re�nement of the result achieved in [4].Next we show that any normed BPA process can be decomposed into a parallelproduct of primes e�ectively. We also prove several related decidability results.Finally, we prove that bisimilarity is decidable in a natural subclass of normedPA processes (see [2]), which consists of processes of the form �1k � � � k�n,where each �i is a normed BPA or a normed BPP process.In many parts of our paper we rely on results established by other researchers.The question of possible decomposability of processes into a parallel product ofprimes was �rst addressed by Milner and Moller in [14]. A more general resultwas later proved by Christensen, Hirshfeld and Moller (see [8])�it says thateach normed process has a unique decomposition into primes up to bisimilarity.However, the proof is non-constructive.Bisimilaritywas proved to be decidable for normed BPA processes (see [1,11,9])and normed BPP processes (see [7,10]). Blanco proved in [3] that bisimilarityis decidable even in the union of normed BPA and normed BPP processes.The same problem was independently examined by �erná, K°etínský, andKu£era in [5]. They demonstrated decidability of the problem whether for agiven normed BPA (or BPP) process � there is some unspeci�ed normed BPP(or BPA) process �0 such that � � �0. If the answer is positive, then it isalso possible to construct an example of such �0. Decidability of bisimilar-ity in the union of normed BPA and normed BPP processes is an immediateconsequence.Another property of normed BPA and BPP processes which is important forus is regularity. A process is regular if it is bisimilar to a process with �nitelymany states. Ku£era proved in [12] that regularity is decidable for normedBPA and normed BPP processes in polynomial time.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we characterize all decompos-able normed BPA processes together with their decompositions by means ofspecial normal forms. As a consequence we also obtain a re�nement of theresult achieved in [4].In Section 4 we show that any normed BPA process can be decomposed into aparallel product of primes e�ectively. We also prove several related decidabilityresults. Finally, we prove that bisimilarity is decidable in a large subclassof normed PA processes (see [2]), which consists of processes of the form�1k � � � k�n, where each �i is a normed BPA or a normed BPP process.2



2 Preliminaries2.1 BPA and BPP processesLet Act = fa; b; c; : : :g be a countably in�nite set of atomic actions. Let Var =fX; Y; Z; : : :g be a countably in�nite set of variables such that Var \Act = ;.The classes of BPA and BPP expressions are de�ned by the following abstractsyntax equations:EBPA ::= � j X j aEBPA j EBPA:EBPA j EBPA + EBPAEBPP ::= � j X j aEBPP j EBPPkEBPP j EBPA + EBPAHere a ranges over Act and X ranges over Var . In the rest of this paperwe do not distinguish between expressions related by structural congruencewhich is the smallest congruence relation over process expressions such thatthe following laws hold:� associativity and `�' as a unit for `:', `k' and `+'� commutativity for `k' and `+'Moreover, we often write a instead of a�.As usual, we restrict our attention to guarded expressions. A process expres-sion E is guarded if there is a process expression E 0 such that E and E 0 arestructurally congruent and every variable occurrence in E 0 is within the scopeof an atomic action.A guarded BPA (or BPP) process is de�ned by a �nite family � of recursiveprocess equations � = fXi def= Ei j 1 � i � ngwhere Xi are distinct elements of Var and Ei are guarded BPA (or BPP)expressions, containing variables from fX1; : : : ; Xng. The set of variables whichappear in � is denoted by Var(�).The variable X1 plays a special role (X1 is sometimes called the leadingvariable)�it is a root of a labelled transition system, de�ned by the process� and the rules of Figure 1 (note that `k' and `+' are commutative).Nodes of the transition system generated by � are BPA (or BPP) expressions,which are often called states of �, or just �states� when � is understood from3



aE a! E E a! E 0E:F a! E 0:F E a! E 0E + F a! E 0E a! E 0EkF a! E 0kF E a! E 0X a! E 0 (X def= E 2 �)Fig. 1. SOS rulesthe context. We also extend the notation E a! F to elements of Act� inan obvious way (we often write E !� F instead of E w! F if w 2 Act�is irrelevant). Given two states E; F , we say that F is reachable from E, ifE !� F . States of � which are reachable from X1 are said to be reachable.Remark 1 Processes are often identi�ed with their leading variables. Further-more, if we assume �xed processes �1;�2 such that Var(�1) \ Var(�2) = ;,then we can view any process expression E (not necessarily guarded) whosevariables are de�ned in �1;�2 as a process�if we denote it by �, then theleading equation of � is X def= E 0, where X 62 Var(�1) [ Var(�2) and E 0 is aprocess expression obtained from E by substituting each variable in E with theright-hand side of its corresponding de�ning equation in �1 or �2 (E 0 mustbe guarded now). Moreover, de�ning equations of �1;�2 are added to �. Allnotions originally de�ned for processes can be used for process expressions inthis sense too.2.1.1 BisimulationThe equivalence between process expressions (states) we are interested in hereis bisimilarity [15], de�ned as follows:De�nition 2 A binary relation R over process expressions is a bisimulationif whenever (E; F ) 2 R then for each a 2 Act� if E a! E 0, then F a! F 0 for some F 0 such that (E 0; F 0) 2 R� if F a! F 0, then E a! E 0 for some E 0 such that (E 0; F 0) 2 RProcesses � and �0 are bisimilar, written � � �0, if their leading variablesare related by some bisimulation.2.1.2 Normed processesAn important subclass of BPA and BPP processes can be obtained by anextra restriction of normedness. A variable X 2 Var(�) is normed if there isw 2 Act� such that X w! �. In that case we de�ne the norm of X, written jXj,to be the length of the shortest such w. A process � is normed if all variablesof Var(�) are normed. The norm of � is then de�ned to be the norm of X1.4



Remark 3 As normed processes are intensively studied in this paper, we em-phasize some properties of the norm:� Note the norm of a normed process is easy to compute by the followingrules: j�j = 0, jaEj = jEj+ 1, jE + F j = minfjEj; jF jg, jE:F j = jEj+ jF j,jEkF j = jEj+ jF j and if Xi def= Ei and jEij = n, then jXij = n.� Bisimilar processes must have the same norm.In the rest of this paper we denote the normed subclasses of BPA and BPPprocesses by nBPA and nBPP, respectively.2.1.3 Greibach normal formAny BPA or BPP process � can be e�ectively presented in a special normalform which is called 3-Greibach normal form by analogy with CF grammars(see [1] and [6]). Before the de�nition we need to introduce the set Var(�)� ofall �nite sequences of variables from Var(�), the set Var(�)+ of all nonempty�nite sequences over Var(�), and the set Var(�)
 of all �nite multisets overVar(�). Each multiset of Var(�)
 denotes a BPP expression which can beobtained by combining its elements in parallel using the `k' operator.De�nition 4 A BPA (or BPP) process � is said to be in Greibach normalform (GNF) if all its equations are of the formX def= nXj=1 aj�jwhere n 2 N, aj 2 Act and �j 2 Var(�)� (or �j 2 Var(�)
). We also requirethat each Y 2 Var(�) appears in some reachable state of �. If length(�j) � 2(or card(�j) � 2) for each j; 1 � j � n, then � is said to be in 3-GNF.From now on we assume that all BPA and BPP processes we are working withare presented in GNF. This justi�es also the assumption that all reachablestates of a BPA process � are elements of Var(�)� and all reachable states ofa BPP process �0 are elements of Var(�0)
.2.2 Regular processesMany proofs in this paper take advantage of the fact that regularity of nBPAand nBPP processes is decidable (even in polynomial time�see [12]). The nextde�nition explains what is meant by the notion of regularity and introducesstandard normal form for regular processes.5



De�nition 5 A process � is regular if there is a process �0 with �nitely manystates such that � � �0. A regular process � is said to be in normal form ifall its equations are of the formX def= nXj=1 aj[Xj]where n 2 N, aj 2 Act and Xj 2 Var(�). The square brackets indicateoptional occurrence�see Remark 7.It is easy to see that a process is regular i� it can reach only �nitely manystates up to bisimilarity. In [13] it is shown, that regular processes can berepresented in the normal form just de�ned. Thus a process � is regular i�there is a regular process �0 in normal form such that � � �0. A proof of thefollowing proposition can be found in [12].Proposition 6 Let � be a nBPA or nBPP process. The problem whether � isregular is decidable in polynomial time. Moreover, if � is regular then a regularprocess �0 in normal form such that � � �0 can be e�ectively constructed.Remark 7 (special notation) In the rest of this paper we also use somespecial notation (due to the lack of general standard). To improve readability,we put all specialties to one place:� if � is a regular state of a nBPA or nBPP process (see Remark 1), then�R(�) denotes a bisimilar regular process in normal form, which can bee�ectively constructed due to Proposition 6. Furthermore, we always assumethat �R(�) contains completely fresh variables which are not contained inany other process we deal with.� the class of all processes for which there is a bisimilar nBPA (or nBPP)process is denoted S(nBPA) (or S(nBPP)).� if �1; : : : ;�n are processes from nBPA[nBPP and Xi is the leading variableof �i for 1 � i � n, then �1k � � � k�n denotes the process X1k � � � kXn inthe sense of Remark 1.� square brackets `[' and `]' indicate optional occurrence�if we say that someexpression is of the form a[A][B], we mean that this expression is either a,aA, aB or aAB.� upper indexes are used heavily; they appear in two forms:�i = �k � � � k�| {z }i �.i = �: � � � :�| {z }i6



2.3 Decidability of bisimilarity in nBPA [ nBPPBisimilarity is known to be decidable for nBPA [1,11,9] and nBPP [7,10] pro-cesses. The following result due to �erná, K°etínský, and Ku£era [5] says thatbisimilarity is decidable even in the union of nBPA and nBPP processes.Proposition 8 Let � be a nBPA (or nBPP) process. It is decidable whether� 2 S(nBPP) (or whether � 2 S(nBPA)) and if the answer is positive, thena bisimilar nBPP (or nBPA) process can be e�ectively constructed.3 The Characterization of Decomposable nBPA ProcessesIn this section we design special normal forms for nBPA processes which al-low us to characterize all decomposable nBPA processes together with theirdecompositions.De�nition 9 (prime processes) Let nil be a special name for the processwhich cannot emit any action (i.e., nil � �). A nBPA or nBPP process � isprime if � 6� nil and whenever � � �1k�2 we have that either �1 � nil or�2 � nil.Natural questions are, what processes have a decomposition into a �nite paral-lel product of primes and whether this decomposition is unique. This problemwas �rst examined by Milner and Moller in [14]. They proved that each normed�nite-state process has a unique decomposition up to bisimilarity. A more gen-eral result is due to Christensen, Hirshfeld, and Moller [8]�they proved thefollowing proposition:Proposition 10 Let � be a nBPP process. Then � has a unique decomposi-tion (up to bisimilarity) into a parallel product of primes.Remark 11 Proposition 10 in fact holds for any normed process (in particu-lar for nBPA). The proof in [8] is independent of a concrete syntax�it couldbe easily formulated in terms of normed transition systems.Proposition 10 in fact says that each normed process � can be parallelizedin the �best� way and that this way is in some sense unique. However, thisnice theoretical result is non-constructive. It is not clear how to construct thedecomposition and how to test whether some process is prime. This is thesubject of next sections.An immediate consequence of Proposition 10 is the following �cancelation�lemma (see [6]): 7



Lemma 12 Let �;�;	;� be normed processes such that �k	 � �k� and	 � �. Then � � �.3.1 Decomposability of nBPP ProcessesEach nBPP processes � can be easily decomposed into a parallel productof primes�all that has to be done is a construction of a bisimilar canonicalprocess (see [6]).Theorem 13 Let � be a nBPP process. It is decidable whether � is primeand if not, its decomposition into primes can be e�ectively constructed.
PROOF. By induction on n = j�j:� n=1: each nBPP process whose norm is 1 is prime.� Induction step: Suppose � � �1k�2. As �1;�2 are reachable statesof �1k�2, there are �1; �2 2 Var(�)
 such that �1 � �1 and �2 � �2,thus � � �1k�2. Furthermore, j�j = j�1j + j�2j. We show that there areonly �nitely many candidates for �1; �2. First, there are only �nitely manypairs (k1; k2) 2 N � N such that k1 + k2 = j�j. For each such pair (k1; k2)there are only �nitely many pairs (�1; �2) such that �1; �2 2 Var(�)
,j�1j = k1 and j�2j = k2. It is obvious that the set M of all such pairscan be e�ectively constructed. For each element (�1; �2) of M we checkwhether � � �1k�2 (it can be done because bisimilarity is decidable fornBPP processes). If there is no such pair then � is prime. Otherwise, wecheck whether �1; �2 are prime (it is possible by induction hypothesis) andconstruct their decompositions. If we combine the obtained decompositionsin parallel, we get a decomposition of �. 2
As each normed regular process in normal form can be seen as a nBPP processin GNF (see De�nition 4 and 5), the previous theorem (and especially its con-structive proof) can also be used in case of regular nBPA processes�rememberthat regularity of nBPA processes is decidable and regular nBPA processescan be transformed into normal form speci�ed in De�nition 5 e�ectively (seeProposition 6). However, it is not clear how to decompose non-regular nBPAprocesses; this is the problem we concentrate on in the rest of this paper.8



3.2 Decomposability of nBPA ProcessesIt this section we give an exact characterization of non-prime nBPA processes.As we already know from the previous section, the problem is actually inter-esting only for non-regular nBPA processes, hence the main characterizationtheorem (Theorem 30) does not concern regular nBPA processes. Our resultsbring also interesting consequences; for example, we obtain a re�nement of theresult achieved in [4] (see Remark 25).The layout of this subsection is as follows: �rst we prove two technical lem-mas (Lemma 14 and 15). Then we consider the following problem: if � isa non-regular nBPA process such that � � �1k�2, where �1;�2 are some(unspeci�ed) processes, how do the processes �;�1;�2 look? It is clear that�1;�2 2 S(nBPA), hence the assumption that �1;�2 are nBPA processescan be used w.l.o.g. This problem is solved by Proposition 18 and 23, witha help of several de�nitions. Having this, the proof of Theorem 30 is easy tocomplete.Lemma 14 Let � be a nBPA process. Let �;  2 Var(�)+, Q;C 2 Var(�)such that jQj = jCj = 1 and �kQ � C:. Then � � Qj�j.PROOF. We prove that for each 1 � i � j�j+ 1 there is � 2 Var(�)� suchthat �kQi � C:. This is clearly su�cient, because then �kQ � C: � Qj�j+1and thus � � Qj�j due to Lemma 12. We proceed by induction on i.� i=1: choose � = �.� Induction step: Let �kQi � C:. As jCj = 1, all states which are reachablefrom �kQi in one norm-decreasing step are bisimilar. As � is normed, thereis � 0 2 Var(�)� such that � a! � 0 where j�j = j� 0j + 1. Hence �kQi�1 �� 0kQi and by substitution we obtain �kQi � � 0kQi+1. 2The proof of the following lemma is probably the most technical part of thispaper. Diagrams of Figure 2 could ease the reading.Lemma 15 Let � be a nBPA process, �; �;  2 Var(�)� such that � is non-regular and �k� � . Let � !� Q where jQj = 1. Then � � Qj�j.PROOF. As � is non-regular, it can reach a state of an arbitrary length,i.e., for each i 2 N there is �0 such that � !� �0 and length(�0) = i. Letm = maxfjXj; X 2 Var(�)g and let �!� �1 where length(�1) � m:(j�j+1).Then �1k� � 1 for some 1 2 Var(�)�. As � !� Q, we have �1kQ � 2where 2 2 Var(�)� and length(2) > 1 � hence 2 is of the form P:! where9



�k� ��� �� Qj�jk� �t��v��������������������
� A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:�t�� vxx�1k� ��� 1�� Qj�j �u�� ':Aj�j+1:�u���1kQ �s�� 2 = P:!s�� Qj�j�jA1:���:Aj�jjk� � Qj�j�j'j � Aj�j+1:��2kQ � C:!Fig. 2. Diagrams for the proof of Lemma 15! 2 Var(�)+. Let �1 s! �2 where s is a norm-decreasing sequence of actionssuch that length(s) = jP j�1. As �1kQ s! �2kQ and �1kQ � P:!, P:! s! C:!where jCj = 1 and �2kQ � C:!. Now we can apply Lemma 14 and conclude�2 � Qj�2j. As �1 s! �2 where length(s) = jP j � 1 < m, only the �rst m � 1variables of �1 could contribute to the sequence s � hence �1; �2 must havea common su�x whose length is at least m:j�j, i.e., �1 = �:�, �2 = �:� wherelength(�) � m:j�j. As �1k� � 1 and �1 = �:�, we can conclude �k� � 3for some 3 2 Var(�)�. Clearly length(3) > j�j, because j �k� j > m:j�j(remember length(�) � m:j�j). Thus 3 is of the form A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:� where� 2 Var(�)�. Furthermore, � � Qj�j because �2 � Qj�2j and �2 = �:�. Tosum up, we have Qj�jk� � A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:�. Now we prove that � � Qj�j. Let� t! � where length(t) = j�j. Then Qj�jk� t! Qj�j and the state A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:�must be able to match the sequence t and enter a state bisimilar to Qj�j. Aslength(t) = j�j, only the �rst j�j variables of A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:� can contributeto the sequence t, i.e., A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:� t! ':Aj�j+1:� where ' 2 Var(�)�.Now let ':Aj�j+1:� u! Aj�j+1:� where length(u) = j'j. The state Qj�j canmatch the sequence u only by removing j'j copies of Q � hence Qj�j�j'j �Aj�j+1:�. As j�j � m:j�j, it is clear that j�j � jA1: � � � :Aj�jj. Therefore there isv 2 Act�, length(v) = jA1: � � � :Aj�jj such that Qj�j v! Qj�j�jA1:���:Aj�jj and thusQj�jk� v! Qj�j�jA1:���:Aj�jjk�. The state A1: � � � :Aj�j+1:� can match the sequencev only by removing A1: � � � :Aj�j � hence Qj�j�jA1:���:Aj�jjk� � Aj�j+1:� and bytransitivity of bisimilarity we have Qj�j�j'j � Qj�j�jA1:���:Aj�jjk�. From this weobtain � � Qj�j. 2De�nition 16 (simple processes) A nBPA process � is simple if Var(�)contains just one variable, i.e., card(Var(�)) = 1.We will often identify simple processes with their leading (and only) variablesin the rest of this paper. Moreover, it is easy to see that a simple processQ is non-regular i� the def. equation for Q contains a summand of the form10



aQ.k where a 2 Act and k � 2. The norm of Q is one, because Q couldnot be normed otherwise. Another important property of simple processes ispresented in the remark below:Remark 17 Each simple nBPA process Q belongs to S(nBPP)�a bisimilarnBPP process can be obtained just by replacing the `:' operator with the `k'operator in the def. equation for Q. Consequently, any process expressionsbuilt over the same number of copies of Q using the `:' and `k' operators arebisimilar (e.g., (Q:(QkQ))kQ � (QkQ):(QkQ)).Proposition 18 Let �1;�2 be non-regular nBPA processes. Then �1k�2 2S(nBPA) i� �1 � Qj�1j and �2 � Qj�2j for some non-regular simple processQ.PROOF.�(� Easy�see Remark 17.�)� Assume there is some nBPA process � such that �1k�2 � �. Thenthere are �1; �2 2 Var(�)� such that �1 � �1 and �2 � �2. Thus �1k�2 � �and as �1; �2 are non-regular, we can use Lemma 15 and conclude that thereare Q1; Q2 2 Var(�) such that jQ1j = jQ2j = 1, �1 !� Q1, �2 !� Q2and �1 � Qj�1j1 , �2 � Qj�2j2 . First we prove that Q1 � Q for some simpleprocess Q. To do this, it su�ces to prove that if a is a summand in the def.equation for Q1, then  � Q.jj1 . As �1k�2 !� Q1k�2 a! k�2, the processk�2 belongs to S(nBPA). Let  !� R where jRj = 1. Then  � Rjj (due toLemma 15) and as �1 !�  !� R, we also have �1 � Rj�1j. Hence R � Q1and  � Qjj1 � Q.jj1 .Similarly, we could prove that Q2 is also bisimilar to some simple process.To �nish the proof, we need to show that Q1 � Q2. Let m = maxfjXj;X 2 Var(�)g. As �1 is non-regular, it can reach a state of an arbitrarynorm�let �1 !� �01 where j�01j = m. Then �01kQ2 � � for some � 2 Var(�)�whose length is at least two�� = A:B:�0. Clearly �01 � Qj�01j1 (we can use thesame argument as in the �rst part of this proof�Q2 is non-regular and �01plays the role of ), hence Qj�01j1 kQ2 � A:B:�0. As Qj�01j�jAj1 kQ2 � B:�0 andQj�01j�jAj+11 � B:�0, we have Qj�01j�jAj1 kQ2 � Qj�01j�jAj+11 by transitivity of � andthus Q1 � Q2. 2Proposition 18 in fact says that if � is a non-regular nBPA process suchthat � � �1k�2, where �1;�2 are non-regular processes, then each of thosethree processes can be equivalently represented as a power of some non-regularsimple process. This representation is very special and can be seen as normalform. 11



If � is a non-regular nBPA process such that � � �1k�2, it is also possiblethat �1 is non-regular and �2 regular. Before we start to examine this pos-sibility, we introduce a special normal form for nBPA processes (as we shallsee, � and �1 can be represented in this normal form):De�nition 19 (DNF(Q)) Let � be a non-regular nBPA process in GNF,Q 2 Var(�). We say that � is in DNF (Q) if all summands in all de�ningequations from � are of the form a([Y ]:[Q.i]), where Y 2 Var(�), i 2 N anda 2 Act. Furthermore, all summands in the def. equation for Q must be of theform a[Q], where a 2 Act.Example 20 The following process is in DNF (Q):X def= a(Y:Q:Q) + bX + a(Q:Q:Q) + cY def= bQ + cX + c(Y:Q) + bQ def= aQ + bQ+ a + cRemark 21 Reachable states of a nBPA process � in DNF (Q) are of theform [Y ]:[Q.i] where Y 2 Var(�) and i 2 N0 . As � is non-regular, the stateQ.k is reachable for each k 2 N.Note that the variable Q itself is a regular simple process. The next lemmasays that if � is a process in DNF (Q), then the variable Q is in some senseunique:Lemma 22 Let � and �0 be processes in DNF (Q) and DNF (R), respectively.If � � �0, then Q � R.PROOF. Let m = maxfjXj; X 2 Var(�0)g. As the state Q.m+1 is a reach-able state of �, Q.m+1 � [Y ]:R.i for some Y 2 Var(�0), i 2 N (see Re-mark 21). Hence Q � R. 2Proposition 23 Let �1;�2 be nBPA processes such that �1 is non-regularand �2 is regular. Then �1k�2 2 S(nBPA) i� there is a process �01 inDNF (Q) such that �1 � �01 and �2 � Qj�2j.PROOF.�)� Let �2 !� Q0 where Q0 2 Var(�2), jQ0j = 1. Using the same kind ofargument as in the proof of Proposition 18 we obtain that Q0 � Q for someregular simple process Q such that �2 � Qj�2j. It remains to prove that thereis a process �01 in DNF (Q) such that �1 � �01. We show that each summandof each de�ning equation from �1 can be transformed into a form which is12



admitted by DNF (Q). First, let us realize two facts about summands�if a�is a summand in a def. equation from �1, then(1) If � = �:Y: where Y is a non-regular variable, then each variable P of is bisimilar to QjP j.(2) � contains at most one non-regular variable.The �rst fact is a consequence of Lemma 14�let � be a nBPA process suchthat �1k�2 � �. As �1 is normed, �1 !� Y::� for some � 2 Var(�1)�.As Y is non-regular, it can reach a state of an arbitrary length�let m =maxfjXj; X 2 Var(�1)g and let Y !� ! where length(!) = m. As�1k�2 !�!::�kQ0, there is ' 2 Var(�)� such that !::�kQ0 � '. Let ' = C:'0 and lets be a norm-decreasing sequence of actions such that length(s) = jCj � 1 and! s! !0. Then !0::�kQ0 � C 0:'0 where jC 0j = 1 and due to Lemma 14 (andthe fact that Q0 � Q) we have !0::� � Qj!0::�j, hence  � Qjj and P � QjP jfor each variable P which appears in .The second fact is a consequence of the �rst one�assume that � = �:Y::Z:�where Y; Z are non-regular. Then Z � QjZj and as Q is regular, QjZj is regulartoo. Hence Z is regular and we have a contradiction.Now we can describe the promised transformation of �1 into �01: if X def=Pni=1 ai�i is a def. equation in �1, then X def= Pni=1 aiT (�i) is a def. equationin �01, where T is de�ned as follows:� If �i does not contain any non-regular variable, then T (�i) = A, where A isthe leading variable of �R(�i). Moreover, de�ning equations of �R(�i) areadded to �01.� If �i = �:Y: where Y is a non-regular variable, then T (�i) = A, where Ais the leading variable of the process �0 which is obtained by the followingmodi�cation of the process �R(�): each summand in each def. equation of�R(�) which is of the form b, where b 2 Act , is replaced with b(Y:Q.jj) �remember  � Qjj � Q.jj. Moreover, def. equations of �0 are added to�01.The de�ning equation for Q is also added to �01. The resulting process is inDNF (Q) and as T preserves bisimilarity, �1 � �01.�(� We show how to construct a nBPA process � which is bisimilar to�01kQj�2j. Let k = j�2j. The set of variables of � looks as follows:Var(�) = fQg [ fYi j Y 2 Var(�01); Y 6= Q and i 2 f0; : : : ; kggDe�ning equations of � are constructed using the following rules:� the def. equation for Q is the same as in �0113



� if a(Y:Qj), where j 2 N0 , Y 6= Q, is a summand in the def. equation forZ 2 Var(�01), then a(Yi:Qj) is a summand in the def. equation for Zi foreach i 2 f0; : : : ; kg� if a(Qj) where j 2 N0 is a summand in the def. equation for Z 2 Var(�01),then a(Qj+i) is a summand in the def. equation for Zi for each i 2 f0; : : : ; kg� if aQ is a summand in the def. equation for Q and Z 2 Var(�01), Z 6= Q,then aZi is a summand in the def. equation for Zi for each i 2 f1; : : : ; kg� if a is a summand in the def. equation for Q and Z 2 Var(�01), Z 6= Q,then aZi�1 is a summand in the def. equation for Zi for each i 2 f1; : : : ; kgThe intuition which stands behind this construction is that lower indexes ofvariables indicate how many copies of Q in Qj�2j have not disappeared yet.The fact �01kQj�2j � � is easy to check. 2Example 24 If we apply the algorithm presented in the �(� part of the proofof Proposition 23 to the process XkQ2, where X;Q are variables of the processpresented in Example 20, we obtain the following output:X2 def= a(Y2:Q:Q) + bX2 + a(Q:Q:Q:Q:Q) + c(Q:Q) + aX2 + bX2 + aX1 + cX1X1 def= a(Y1:Q:Q) + bX1 + a(Q:Q:Q:Q) + cQ+ aX1 + bX1 + aX0 + cX0X0 def= a(Y0:Q:Q) + bX0 + a(Q:Q:Q) + cY2 def= b(Q:Q:Q) + cX2 + c(Y2:Q) + b(Q:Q) + aY2 + bY2 + aY1 + cY1Y1 def= b(Q:Q) + cX1 + c(Y1:Q) + bQ+ aY1 + bY1 + aY0 + cY0Y0 def= bQ+ cX0 + c(Y0:Q) + bQ def= aQ+ bQ+ a+ cRemark 25 Proposition 23 can also be seen as a re�nement of the resultachieved in [4]�Burkart and Ste�en proved that PDA processes are closedunder parallel composition with �nite-state processes, while BPA processes lackthis property. Proposition 23 says precisely what nBPA processes can remainnBPA if they are combined in parallel with a regular process. Moreover, it alsocharacterizes all such regular processes.It is easy to see that the algorithm from the proof of Proposition 23 alwaysoutputs a process in DNF (Q) (see Example 24). Moreover, the structure ofthis process is very speci�c; we can observe that each variable belongs to aspecial �level�. This intuition is formally expressed by the following de�nition(it is a little complicated�but it pays because we will be able to characterizeall non-prime nBPA processes):De�nition 26 Let � be a nBPA process in DNF (Q). The level of �, denotedLevel(�), is the maximal l 2 N such that the set Var(�) � fQg can be di-vided into l disjoint linearly ordered subsets L1; : : : ; Ll of the same cardinality14



k. Moreover, the following conditions must be true (the jth element of Li isdenoted Ai;j):� Al;1 is the leading variable of �.� De�ning equations for variables of L1 contain only variables from L1 [ fQg� The de�ning equation for Ai;j, where i � 2, 1 � j � k, contains exactlythose summands which can be derived by one of the following rules:(1) If aQ is a summand in the de�ning equation forQ, then aAi;j is a summandin the de�ning equation for Ai;j for each 2 � i � l, 1 � j � k.(2) If a is a summand in the de�ning equation for Q, then aAi�1;j is a sum-mand in the de�ning equation for Ai;j for each 2 � i � l, 1 � j � k.(3) If a(A1;m:Q.n) is a summand in the de�ning equation for A1;j, thena(Ai;m:Q.n) is a summand in the de�ning equation for Ai;j for each2 � i � l.(4) If aQ.n is a summand in the de�ning equation for A1;j, then aQ.(n+i�1)is a summand in the de�ning equation for Ai;j, where 2 � i � l.Example 27 The process of Example 24 has the level 3; L1 = fX0; Y0g, L2 =fX1; Y1g and L3 = fX2; Y2g.Remark 28 It is easy to see that any process � in DNF (Q) whose levelis greater than one is decomposable; it holds that � � �0kQk where k =Level(�)� 1 and �0 is obtained from � by deleting all equations for variablesof Li where i � 2. The leading variable of �0 is A1;1.Lemma 29 Let Q be a non-regular simple process and let � be a nBPA pro-cess such that �kQ 2 S(nBPA). Then � � Qj�j.PROOF. Let � !� R where jRj = 1. As Q is non-regular, we can useLemma 15 and conclude that � � Rj�j. Now it su�ces to prove that R � Q.Let �0 be a nBPA process such that �kQ � �0 and let m = maxfjXj; X 2Var(�0)g. As Q is simple and non-regular, Q !� Q.m (see Remark 21).Hence RkQ.m � � for some � 2 Var(�0)� whose length is at least 2 � thus� = A:� for some � 2 Var(�0)+. Let k = jAj. Then each two states whichare reachable from RkQ.m in k norm-decreasing steps are bisimilar�henceRkQ.m�k � Q.m�k+1 and from this we have R � Q. 2Now we can prove the �rst main theorem of this paper:Theorem 30 Let � be a non-regular nBPA process and let � � �1k � � � k�n,where n � 2, �i is a prime process for each 1 � i � n and �1 is non-regular.Then one of the following possibilities holds:� There is a non-regular simple process Q such that � � Q.j�j and �i � Q15



for each 1 � i � n.� There are nBPA processes �0;�01 in DNF (Q) such that � � �0, �1 � �01,Level(�0) = n, Level(�01) = 1 and �i � Q for each 2 � i � n.PROOF. We proceed by induction on n:� n=2: if �2 is non-regular, we can use Proposition 18. Similarly, if �2 isregular, we use Proposition 23; note that Level(�1) = 1 because �1 wouldnot be prime otherwise (see Remark 28).� Induction step: let � � �1k � � � k�n. As �1k � � � k�n !� �1k � � � k�n�1,there is a reachable state � of � such that � � �1k � � � k�n�1 � hencewe can use ind. hypothesis (note that � must be non-regular) and concludethat there are two possibilities:(1) There is a non-regular simple process Q such that�i � Q for each 1 � i �n�1. We prove that �n � Q. As � � Qn�1k�n and Qn�1k�n !� Qk�n,we can use Lemma 29 and conclude �n � Qj�nj. Hence �n � Q because�n would not be prime otherwise.(2) There is a nBPA process �01 in DNF (Q) such that �1 � �01, Level(�01) =1 and �i � Q for each 1 � i � n � 1. First we prove that �n � Q.As �1k�n is a reachable state of �1k � � � k�n, it belongs to S(nBPA).Let us realize that �n is regular. Assume the converse�then we can useProposition 18 and conclude that �1 � Rj�1j for some non-regular simpleprocess R. From this and Remark 21 we can easily prove that R � Q andit contradicts regularity of Q.As �n is regular and �1k�n 2 S(nBPA), we can apply Proposition 23;from this (and also from Lemma 22) we get that �n � Qj�nj and thus�n � Q because �n is prime.It remains to prove that there is a process �0 in DNF (Q) such thatLevel(�0) = n and � � �0. But the process �0 can be easily constructedby the algorithm from the proof of Proposition 23 with �01kQn�1 on input.24 Decidability ResultsIn this section we present several positive decidability results. We show that itis decidable whether a given nBPA process is prime and if the answer is nega-tive, then its decomposition into primes can be e�ectively constructed. Thereare also other decidable properties which are summarized in Theorem 35.4.1 E�ective Decomposability of nBPA Processes16



Lemma 31 Let � be a nBPA process. It is decidable whether there is a nBPAprocess �0 in DNF (Q) such that � � �0. Moreover, if the answer to theprevious question is positive, then the process �0 can be e�ectively constructed.PROOF. We can assume (w.l.o.g.) that � is in 3-GNF. If there is a process�0 in DNF (Q) such that � � �0, then there is R 2 Var(�) such that R � Q,because Q is a reachable state of �0. As Q is a regular simple process, eachsummand in the def. equation for R must be of the form a[P ], where R � P .As bisimilarity is decidable for nBPA processes, we can construct the set Mof all variables of Var(�) with this property. Each variable from this set is apotential candidate for the variable which is bisimilar to Q (if the set M isempty, then � cannot be bisimilar to any process in DNF (Q)).For each variable V 2 M we now modify the process � slightly�we replaceeach summand of the form aP in the def. equation for V with aV . The resultingprocess is denoted �V (clearly � � �V ). For each such �V we check whether�V can be transformed into a process in DNF (V ). To do this, we �rst need torealize the following fact: if there is �0V in DNF (V ) such that �V � �0V anda(A:B) is a summand in a def. equation from �V such that A is non-regular,then B � V .jBj. It is easy to prove by the technique we already used manytimes in this paper�as A is non-regular, it can reach a state of an arbitrarynorm. Furthermore, there is a reachable state of�V which is of the form A:B:where  2 Var(�V )�. We choose su�ciently large � such that A !� � and�:B: must be bisimilar to a state of �0V which is of the form [Y ]:V .i wherei � jB:j. From this we get B � V .jBj.Now we can describe the promised transformation T of �V into a process �0Vin DNF (V ). If this transformation fails, then there is no process in DNF (V )bisimilar to �V . T is invoked on each summand of each def. equation from�V and works as follows:� T (a) = a� T (aA) = aA� T (a(A:B)) = aN if A is regular. The variable N is the leading variableof �R(A), whose def. equations are also added to �0V after the followingmodi�cation: each summand in each def. equation of �R(A) which is of theform b where b 2 Act is replaced with bB.� T (a(A:B)) = a(A:V .jBj) if A is non-regular and B � V .jBj. If A is non-regular and B 6� V .jBj, then T fails.If there is V 2 M such that T succeeds for �V , then the process �0V � �is the process we are looking for. Otherwise, there is no process in DNF (Q)bisimilar to �. 217



Proposition 32 Let �1; : : : ;�n, n � 2 be nBPA processes. It is decidablewhether �1k � � � k�n 2 S(nBPA). Moreover, if the answer to the previousquestion is positive, then a nBPA process � such that �1k � � � k�n � � canbe e�ectively constructed.PROOF. By induction on n:� n=2: we distinguish three possibilities (it is decidable which one actuallyholds�see Proposition 6):(1) �1 and �2 are regular. Then �1k�2 2 S(nBPA) and a bisimilar regularprocess � in normal form can be easily constructed.(2) �1 and �2 are non-regular. Suppose �1k�2 2 S(nBPA). Proposition 18says that there is a non-regular simple process Q such that �1 � Qj�1j �Q.j�1j and �2 � Qj�2j � Q.j�2j. As Q is a reachable state of Q.j�2j, thereis R 2 Var(�1) such that Q � R. As reachable states of Q are of the formQ.i where i 2 N0 , each summand a� in the def. equation for R has theproperty � � R.j�j. As bisimilarity is decidable for nBPA processes, wecan �nd all variables of Var(�) which have this property�we obtain a setof possible candidates for R (if this set is empty, then �1k�2 62 S(nBPA)).Now we check whether the constructed set of candidates contains a vari-able R such that �1 � R.j�1j. If not, then �1k�2 62 S(nBPA). Otherwisewe have R which is bisimilar to Q.The same procedure is now applied to �2. If it succeeds, it outputssome S 2 Var(�). Now we check whether R � S. If not, then �1k�2 62S(nBPA). Otherwise �1k�2 2 S(nBPA) and �1k�2 � R.j�1j+j�2j.(3) �1 is non-regular and �2 is regular (or �1 is regular and �2 is non-regular�this is symmetric). Suppose �1k�2 2 S(nBPA). Due to Propo-sition 23 we know that there is a regular simple process Q and a nBPAprocess �01 in DNF (Q) such that �1 � �01 and �2 � Qj�2j � Q.j�2j. Anexistence of �01 can be checked e�ectively (see Lemma 31). If it does notexist, then �1k�2 62 S(nBPA). If it exists, it can be also constructed andthus the only thing which remains is to test whether �2 � Q.j�2j. If thistest succeeds, then �1k�2 2 S(nBPA) and we invoke the algorithm fromthe proof of Proposition 23 with �01kQj�2j on input�it outputs a nBPAprocess which is bisimilar to �1k�2.� Induction step: if �1k � � � k�n 2 S(nBPA), then also �1k � � � k�n�1 2S(nBPA) and this is decidable by ind. hypothesis�if the answer is negative,then �1k � � � k�n 62 S(nBPA) and if it is positive, then we can construct anBPA process �0 such that �1k � � � k�n�1 � �0. Now we check whether�0k�n 2 S(nBPA) and construct a bisimilar nBPA process � if needed.2As an immediate consequence of Proposition 32 we get:18



Proposition 33 Let �;�1; : : : ;�n be nBPA processes. It is decidable whether� � �1k � � � k�n.Now it is easy to prove the following theorem:Theorem 34 Let � be a nBPA process. It is decidable whether � is primeand if not, its decomposition into primes can be e�ectively constructed.
PROOF. The technique is the same as in the proof of Theorem 13. We canalmost copy the whole proof�the crucial result which allows us to do so isProposition 33. 2
Decidability results which were proved in this section (and some of their im-mediate consequences) are summarized in the following theorem:Theorem 35 Let �;�1; : : : ;�n be nBPA processes. The following problemsare decidable:� Is � prime? (If not, its decomposition can be e�ectively constructed)� Is � bisimilar to �1k � � � k�n?� Does the process �1k � � � k�n belong to S(nBPA)?� Is there any process �0 6� nil such that �k�0 2 S(nBPA)? (if so, an exampleof such a process can be e�ectively constructed).� Is there any process �0 such that � � �1k � � � k�nk�0? (if so, �0 can bee�ectively constructed).4.2 Decidability of Bisimilarity for sPA ProcessesA �structural� way how to construct new processes from older ones is tocombine them in parallel. If we do this with nBPA and nBPP processes, weobtain a natural subclass of normed PA processes denoted sPA (simple PAprocesses):De�nition 36 (sPA processes) The class of sPA processes is de�ned asfollows:sPA = f�1k � � � k�n j n 2 N ; �i 2 nBPA [ nBPP for each 1 � i � ng19



The class sPA is strictly greater than the union of nBPA and nBPP processes.This is demonstrated by the following example:Example 37 Let �1;�2 be nBPA processes de�ned as follows:�1 : X def= zX + i(Y:X) + q �2 : A def= aA+ b(B:A) + rY def= i(Y:Y ) + d B def= b(B:B) + cThen there is no nBPA or nBPP process bisimilar to the sPA process �1k�2.This can be easily proved with the help of pumping lemmas for context-freelanguages and for languages generated by nBPP processes�see [6].Theorem 38 Let � = '1k � � � k'n, 	 =  1k � � � k m be sPA processes. It isdecidable whether � � 	.PROOF. As each 'i, 1 � i � n and  j, 1 � j � m can be e�ectivelydecomposed, we can also construct decompositions of � and 	. If � � 	, thenthose decompositions must be the same up to bisimilarity (see Remark 11).In other words, there must be a one-to-one correspondence between primesforming the two decompositions which preserves bisimilarity. An existenceof such a correspondence can be checked e�ectively, because bisimilarity isdecidable in the union of nBPA and nBPP processes (see Proposition 8). 25 Conclusions, Future ResearchThe main characterization theorem (Theorem 30) says that non-regular nBPAprocesses which are not prime can be divided into two groups:(1) Processes which can be equivalently represented as a power of some non-regular simple process. It is obvious that each such nBPA process belongsto S(nBPP)�see Remark 17.(2) Processes which can be equivalently represented in DNF (Q) and theirlevel is at least 2. It can be proved (with the help of results achieved in[5]) that each such process does not belong to S(nBPP).From this we can observe that our division based on normal forms correspondsto the membership to S(nBPP).The �rst possible generalization of our results could be the replacement of the`k' operator with the parallel operator of CCS which allows synchronizationson complementary actions. This should not be hard, but we can expect morecomplicated normal forms. Decidability results should be the same.20



A natural question is whether our results can be extended to the class of all(not necessarily normed) BPA processes. A major problem is that there arequite primitive BPA processes which do not have any (�nite) decomposition atall. For example, the process X def= aX is not prime as X � akX. However, Xcannot have any �nite decomposition into primes because at least one of thoseprimes would have to be unnormed and able to emit just an in�nite sequenceof a's; hence this prime is bisimilar to X and as X is decomposable, the primeis decomposable as well and we have a contradiction. Thus, we cannot expectthat our results immediately generalize to the class of all BPA processes.Another related open problem is decidability of bisimilarity for normed PAprocesses. It seems that it should be possible to design at least rich subclassesof normed PA processes where bisimilarity remains decidable.References[1] J.C.M. Baeten, J.A. Bergstra, and J.W. Klop. Decidability of bisimulationequivalence for processes generating context-free languages. Journal of theAssociation for Computing Machinery, 40:653�682, 1993.[2] J.C.M. Baeten and W.P. Weijland. Process Algebra. Number 18 in CambridgeTracts in Theoretical Computer Science. Cambridge University Press, 1990.[3] J. Blanco. Normed BPP and BPA. In Proceedings of ACP'94, Workshops inComputing, pages 242�251. Springer-Verlag, 1995.[4] O. Burkart and B. Ste�en. Pushdown processes: Parallel composition and modelchecking. In Proceedings of CONCUR'94, volume 836 of LNCS, pages 98�113.Springer-Verlag, 1994.[5] I. �erná, M. K°etínský, and A. Ku£era. Bisimilarity is decidable in the unionof normed BPA and normed BPP processes. Electronic Notes in TheoreticalComputer Science, 5, 1997.[6] S. Christensen. Decidability and Decomposition in Process Algebras. PhD thesis,The University of Edinburgh, 1993.[7] S. Christensen, Y. Hirshfeld, and F. Moller. Bisimulation is decidable for allbasic parallel processes. In Proceedings of CONCUR'93, volume 715 of LNCS,pages 143�157. Springer-Verlag, 1993.[8] S. Christensen, Y. Hirshfeld, and F. Moller. Decomposability, decidability andaxiomatisability for bisimulation equivalence on basic parallel processes. InProceedings of LICS'93. IEEE Computer Society Press, 1993.[9] Y. Hirshfeld, M. Jerrum, and F. Moller. A polynomial algorithm for decidingbisimilarity of normed context-free processes. Theoretical Computer Science,158:143�159, 1996. 21
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